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• Answer all questions

Essays ( about 300 words) (2x10=20) 

1. Reservation of seats for women- a bane or a boon.

2. Lottery- how to stop it.

Answer the following (2x5 =10) 

3. What is a Preposition? Note the differences between a Preposition and a conjunction.

4. Write a letter to the Nursing Home that you are paying for a service which is

unsatisfactory.

Do as directed (4x5=20) 

5. Write a short essay on purpose and steps in writing a summary.

6. Build up a conversation between two friends on life in a nursing college.

7. Punctuate the following passage.

 Why don’t the two of you said vipul wait here until the next bus is due. 

8. Construct a readable story from the following outline.

Old lady- blind- calls doctors- doctor greedy-thief- steals things- everyday treatment 

prolonged- nothing more to take- treatment completed- asks for fee- lady dissatisfied- 

the eye sight- why- cannot see the items- police- doctor- nervous- handcuffed- 

prison. 

P.T.O 



Short notes (5x3=15) 

9. How many types of Adjectives are there? Which are they?

10. Give the meaning of the words in pairs and make your own sentences.

• metal-mettle

• contagious-infectious

• compare-contrast

11. Write a note on the guiding principles of seminar presentation.

12. Write a short note on school cricket match.

13. What are the characteristics of a good essay.

Do as directed (5x1=5) 

14. Will you please see to it that the work is _____ (do) ? I ____ (do) the work you asked

me to do. I love _______ (do) the work assigned to me.

15. The mason is building the wall (Change the voice)

16. ‘I never eat meat’, he explained (Change the speech)

17. He sells mangoes…he sells oranges. (Put the appropriate conjunction)

18. ______ this be true. (Put the appropriate modal auxiliary)

Correct the following sentences (5x1=5) 

19. This college is open for all.

20.Roopa go to the temple daily
21. He broadcasted the news on television.

22. Is you going out today.

23. He  eating an apple.
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